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TURKEY UPDATE: SHORTTURKEY UPDATE: SHORTTURKEY UPDATE: SHORTTURKEY UPDATE: SHORT----TERM PAIN AHEAD?TERM PAIN AHEAD?TERM PAIN AHEAD?TERM PAIN AHEAD?    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

Turkey has elected a new parliament.Turkey has elected a new parliament.Turkey has elected a new parliament.Turkey has elected a new parliament. The ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) won the election with 

40.7%, but failed to secure an absolute majority in parliament. On the positive side, the elections have shown that 

Turkey’s democracy works better than many critics expected. On the negative side, however, the election result 

adds major political uncertainty to an already toxic mix of a weakening economy, rising inflation despite low oil 

prices, a growing number of street protests, abrading political checks and balances, and attacks on the independ-

ence of the central bank. 

 

A coalition is necessary to rule the country.A coalition is necessary to rule the country.A coalition is necessary to rule the country.A coalition is necessary to rule the country. An AKP-minority government is theoretically possible, but highly 

unlikely as the opposition parties would likely to resort to fundamental opposition. But finding a coalition will be 

extremely tricky for AKP, which is not used to sharing power. Three coalition partners are theoretically available, 

but vast differences between the parties exist. And each coalition would represent a very different political direc-

tion. 

• The Kemalistic Republican Party (CHP) came in second place with 25.2 % of the votes. A coalition with the 
AKP looks highly unlikely as the parties share too little common ground but instead a history of mutual 
distrust. 

• A coalition with the nationalistic MHP, which won 16.5 % of the votes, could be the most probable coali-
tion option. But with the MHP in power, the inner-Turkish peace process would practically end. A re-
ignited militarised conflict with the Kurds in Turkey’s east, accompanied by rising street protests in Tur-
key’s cities might follow. An economic policy agenda of the MHP is barely existent. 

• A coalition with the pro-Kurdish party HDP, which won 13 % of the votes, is possible but also rather un-
likely. The key difference is the inclusive policy style of the HDP in contrast to the all-or-nothing style of 
the AKP. But a coalition with the Kurds certainly has the potential to bring some fresh air into Turkey’s 
government. What is more, the HDP could speed up the inner-Turkish peace process between the gov-
ernment and the Kurds, should it enter a coalition. 

• An anti-AKP coalition between the CHP, MHP and the HDP is the most unlikely scenario as these parties 
represent very different corners of Turkish society. 

 

Each of these coalitions would face the threat of reEach of these coalitions would face the threat of reEach of these coalitions would face the threat of reEach of these coalitions would face the threat of regular interference of President Erdogan. gular interference of President Erdogan. gular interference of President Erdogan. gular interference of President Erdogan. Verbal interfer-

ence or even the refusal to sign new laws could block a substantial part of government policy. Increased instabil-

ity of Turkish politics could be the result. 

 

Alternatively, new elections would be an Alternatively, new elections would be an Alternatively, new elections would be an Alternatively, new elections would be an option. However, these would probably continue to require a cooption. However, these would probably continue to require a cooption. However, these would probably continue to require a cooption. However, these would probably continue to require a coa-a-a-a-

lition government. lition government. lition government. lition government. New elections could be called if the parliament fails to approve a government within 45 days. 

Substantial political noise would follow. President Erdogan, who is still the dominant figure in the AKP, could 

push his agenda to establish an executive presidency even more forcefully, arguing that the risk of coalition gov-

ernments would be minimised. However, a more powerful role for the Turkish president is problematic, in our 

view, as it would put into question not only the already eroding independence of the judicial system, but also that 

of the central bank. The election result makes the necessary constitutional change towards a presidential system 

impossible because the AKP would require a three-fifth majority. New elections may change this in theory. Practi-

cally, however, new elections would increase the risk for him and his party to lose even more support. As a result, 

the AKP could split up between backers of Erdogan and AKP members more critical of him. A new party could be 

formed, potentially by the more moderate retired president and co-founder of the AKP, Abdullah Gül. Put briefly: 

More power for Erdogan or more parties would not really lower political instability in Turkey. 
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The good news for Turkey’s longThe good news for Turkey’s longThe good news for Turkey’s longThe good news for Turkey’s long----term development is the emergence of the leftish Kurdish People’s Determ development is the emergence of the leftish Kurdish People’s Determ development is the emergence of the leftish Kurdish People’s Determ development is the emergence of the leftish Kurdish People’s Dem-m-m-m-

ocratic Party (HDP).ocratic Party (HDP).ocratic Party (HDP).ocratic Party (HDP). With its charismatic leader Selahattin Demirtas, a credible peace agenda and a politically 

inclusive tone, it crossed the 10 %-threshold. It thus is responsible for the defeat of the AKP as the single ruling 

party. The rise of the HDP is strongest evidence of Turkey being a democracy: The voters clearly showed that they 

do not want more authoritarian politics, but more political competition. That raises hopes for renewed Turkish 

engagement with the West and positive reforms that would allow this economic and political powerhouse in one 

this geo-political hotspot to fully live up to its potential. 

 

Nevertheless, the Turkish elections oNevertheless, the Turkish elections oNevertheless, the Turkish elections oNevertheless, the Turkish elections open a new chapter of shortpen a new chapter of shortpen a new chapter of shortpen a new chapter of short----    to mediumto mediumto mediumto medium----term political instability in term political instability in term political instability in term political instability in 

Turkey.Turkey.Turkey.Turkey. A new great uncertainty over the future government and its (economic) policies has arisen and may be-

come bigger, especially if the parties fail to form a coalition. The Lira was the first to experience that; the ex-

change rate against the US-Dollar has weakened from 2.6607 on Friday to 2.7676 at the moment (see chart) – that 

equals a loss of some 3.9 % only because of the elections. We expect that the political uncertainty will feed more 

Lira weakness and Lira volatility. What is more, the downside risk to our forecasts increased. Forward-looking 

indicators already pointed downwards before the elections, and more political instability will make things worse. 

More political instability and a weakening economy can also jeopardize the fight against Turkey’s yet-again rising 

inflation. The combination of potential political instability, weaker growth and continuing pressure on the central 

bank on the one hand, and high foreign debt plus a still large current account deficit on the other makes Turkey 

more vulnerable against any hawkish move by the US-Fed. 

 

Turkish Lira against the US-Dollar over the last month 

 
Source: Bloomberg. 
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